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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS TO
ANIMAL PRODUCTION

Detailed notes for guidance in the preparation of manuscripts are printed in
Volume 25, pages ix to xxii. A few general points are given below.

Animal Production publishes reports in English of original work in the field
of animal production, or in any related scientific field. The Editors will
consider articles on any aspect of research or development, providing the
work described has been carried out in a systematic way, and articles critically
re-examining published information. Reviews of the literature are not
accepted. Reports on techniques will be published only as appendices to
scientific papers. Contributions should be concise. Results of research
which do not warrant a comprehensive presentation may be submitted for
consideration as Notes. Notes are not intended for the publication of interim
results. They should not exceed 2000 words or the equivalent inclusive of
tables and illustrations.

Papers are published on the understanding that they have not been and, with
the exception of authors' abstracts, will not be published elsewhere without
the Editors' written permission. Authors' abstracts can be reproduced if
full acknowledgement of the source is made.

Manuscripts should be typewritten on one side of the paper in double-line
spacing with wide margins. Each page and the lines on each page should
be numbered. Three, or exceptionally two, copies, one of which must be
the original, of the typescript and illustrations should be sent to

Professor J. A. F. Rook,
Animal Production,
The Hannah Research Institute,
Ayr KA6 5HL, Scotland

Manuscripts are not returned with proofs; authors should therefore retain
copies.

Units of measurement. The International System of Units (SI) should be
used, with the recommendations and modifications in Quantities, Units and
Symbols, The Royal Society, London, 1975, and Metric Units, Conversion
Factors and Nomenclature in Nutritional and Food Sciences, The Royal
Society, London, 1972—reproduced in Proc. Nutr. Soc. 31: 239-247, 1972.

Symbols and abbreviations. Authors should consult the notes prepared for
guidance. Levels of statistical significance must be clearly indicated.

Illustrations. The same material should not normally be presented in tables
and figures. Legends should be typed on a separate sheet.

(a) Diagrams should be drawn in Indian ink, about twice the size of the
finished block, on Bristol board, stout tracing paper or plastic film.

[Confined on inside back cover
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THIS ZOOLOGIST

YOU DON'T KNOW
ADODT USING CC

RECUIARIY?
Professionals like protozoologist
Gordon Ball know the way to get
best results from Current Con-
tents is to use it regularly and
systematically, every week.

Maybe you've never had the op-
portunity to use CC that way.
Possibly because you're a pass-
along reader on a long routing
list. Or an occasional user of
somebody else's copies.

If CC® is still just a part-time
awareness tool for you, there's
certainly nothing wrong with tak-
ing an experienced user's word
for the value of full-time, regular
use. But even better . . .

I use Current Contents"
regularly in determining what
articles to examine in our
biomedical library. It saves me
a great deal of time in
searching for and examining
the numerous scientific
journals received and
displayed by the library.

—Gordon H. Ball, Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus, Zoology
U.C.L.A., Los Angeles, Cal.

HMD ODT
I0D YOURSEIF:
Get and use your own copy
of Current Contents
regularly and systematically—
for 4 weeks—FREE
To get your trial started promptly,
enter your name and address on
the coupon—indicate the CC edi-
tion of your choice—and mail the
coupon today. asms.

Yes, I'd like to have my own copy of CC9 to use regularly. Please send me a free
4-week trial of the edition I've checked.
• CC/Life Sciences
• CC/Physical & Chemical Sciences
• CC/Agriculture, Biology &

Environmental Sciences

Name

D CC/Clinical Practice
• CC/Engineering, Technology

& Applied Sciences
• CC/Social & Behavioral Sciences

Title

Organization

Address

City

Country

Department

State
Province

Telephone

U ^ S D U Institute for Scientific Information®
325Chestnut St.. Phila . Pa. 19106. U.S.A..Tel: (215)923-3300. Cable:

Zip

SCINFO. Telex: 84-5305

The journal you are reading and 5000 others are regularly covered in CURRENT CONTENTS*.
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THE BRITISH COUNCIL
Prospectuses and application forms for the following residential
courses, which are intended for overseas candidates, may be obtained
from local Representatives of the British Council or from Courses
Department, The British Council, 65 Davies Street, London W1Y
2AA, who will also be pleased to supply information about other
forthcoming courses arranged by the British Council.

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES OF SHEEP

5-17 March 1978
in

Edinburgh

The Directors of Studies will be Dr J T Stamp of the Animal Diseases
Research Association and D r J M M Cunningham of the Hill Farm-
ing Research Organisation.

The course, which is residential, is designed for experienced agricul-
turalists and veterinarians from research, advisory and consultation
services and who are concerned with sheep production or regulatory
medicine and are interested in the management and diseases of sheep.
Application forms must be received in London by 1 November 1977.
Fee £330.

THE MANAGEMENT AND BREEDING OF CATTLE

7-20 May 1978

in

Edinburgh Aberdeen

Dr J H D Prescott, Head of Animal Production Development in the
Edinburgh School of Agriculture will be the Director of Studies for
this course.

This course is designed to give those involved with cattle production,
development and research an insight into current thinking and a
forum for indepth discussion of technical developments.

The course, which is residential, is designed to interest and inform
qualified agricultural and livestock production specialists who are
actively involved in production, extension, development or research
in the cattle industry.

Application forms must be received in London by 1 January 1978.
Fee £365.
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